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INTERMEDIATE AGILITY 

Student Notes - Week 3 

Crosses, crosses, and more crosses 
It would be easier if an agility course was simply a line of obstacles in a straight path. Handlers could stay on one 

side of their dogs through the whole sequence, never worrying about having to cross to the other side to set 
themselves up for the next sequence. Easier, but not nearly so challenging, or so much fun. 

Since agility courses necessitate the handler moving from one side of the dog to the other, to be in a better 
position for a future sequence on the course, it is important that the handler have a good idea of the different 
types of crosses available. If handlers are familiar with all the crosses, they will have more options available when 
they are trying to determine how best to help their dog flow through the course sequences. 

HERE OR THERE__________________________________________ 

When the handler makes a cross it is because they are going to be changing the 
dog’s path or direction. There are two changes of direction possible for the dog; 
toward the handler’s original path, or away from the handler’s original path. 
Handling crosses are designed to send the dog in one of these two directions. 

HERE CROSSES___________________________________________ 

POST TURN: The post turn is the most common type of turn, used to bring the dog in to the 
handler. In a post turn the handler acts as a post and the dog goes around them. The tighter 
the post turn, the more stationary the handler becomes. This can work for speedy dogs who do 
not derive their motivation from the handler’s movement, but can be disadvantageous for those 

dogs who need their handler to keep moving on course to keep them motivated. The post turn is 
not really a cross, as the handler never changes sides, but is used to change the dog’s direction. 

BLIND CROSS: The Blind cross is similar to the post turn, but the handler moves ahead of the 
dog and across the dog’s path to pull the dog to the other side of the handler. This can be a 
dangerous move if the handler is not fast enough to get out of the dog’s way, as the handler 
loses eye contact with the dog when the handler’s back is turned. Since it sometimes only takes 
a split second for the dog to make an error on course, the blind cross is used sparingly by some 

handlers, while others use it fairly often and confidently.  

FRONT CROSS: The Front Cross is essentially the same as a Blind Cross, except that the 
handler pivots toward the dog as they are crossing in front of the dog, so they do not ever lose 
sight of the dog, or what the dog is doing. This move is difficult with a fast dog, as it takes time 
for the handler to make the turn, and the dog can be coming at them at full speed.  

AWAY CROSSES___________________________________________ 

BACK CROSS: The Back Cross can be one of the most effective crosses for those with fast dogs 
who offers agility equipment. It involves the handler letting the dog go forward over a piece of 
equipment, and then crossing behind the dog. In order to do a back cross the dog has to learn 
to go away from the handler, and not to spin toward the handler on the landing side of the 
jump. The handler’s body language and a verbal instruction can be useful in teaching the dog 
that the direction is changed and the handler now wishes the dog to go in the “away” direction. 

TANDEM CROSS: The Tandem Cross is essentially the same as the Back Cross, but instead of 
being performed as the dog is committed to a piece of equipment, it is performed on the flat, 
between the equipment. Again, the handler’s body language and a verbal such as “switch” can be 
useful to help the dog understand that they are being expected to bend away from the handler.  
It is also vital that the handler not turn into the dog too soon, as the dog might mistake this 

motion for a type of front cross and turn into the handler instead of bending away. The dog must 
first commit to bending away from the handler, and then the handler can begin the cross over. 

  

 

 

 

 

 


